
Japanese (Lesson 2): identity 

Class First name Last name 

 
 

  

(By the end of the term, you are to introduce yourself, asking questions, and write your essay on identity) 

WALT: (1) To learn new 
Japanese words 

(2) To learn how to make question 
sentences 

(3) To discuss about Japanese culture 

WILF: (1) at least 5 new 
Japanese words using a 
dictionary 

(2) your explanation on how to make 
Japanese question sentences and 5 
Japanese sentences 

(3) your own idea on Japanese culture 
(in English) 

【Task 1】 Write down at least 5 question sentences you want to ask to Japanese student in English in your Japanese 

book.  E.g., What is your name? 

【Task 2】Translate the words in Japanese using a dictionary.  Write those Japanese words (at least 5 words) in your 

Japanese book.  E.g., What = Nani, is = desu, etc. 

【Task 3】Compare the following each pair of the sentences and explain how to make question sentences in Japanese.  

Write your findings in English on this sheet. 

 Closed Questions Open Questions 

English You are Japanese. >>> Are you Japanese? Your nationality is Japanese.>>> What is your 
nationality?  

Japanese Anata wa Nihon-jin desu. >>> Anata wa Nihon-jin 
desu ka. 

Anatano kokuseki wa Nihon desu.  >>>> Anatano 
kokuseki wa nan desu ka. 

(Write your answer here) 

 

【Task 4】Write down at least 5 Japanese questions to a Japanese student below on this sheet.  E.g., Anatano namae 

wa nan desu ka. 
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【Task 5】Discuss about “Japanese culture” in English using the following table.  (note: You can use the back side of the sheet if necessary) 

1. What do you think you know 
about Japanese culture? 

2. What do you want to know about 
Japanese culture?  What is that 
you don’t understand about the 
culture? 

3. How do you think you could 
approach your answer to the left 
2nd column? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 


